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鮎аЫЫ Shades of Grey或鯵 Aspects of 
Conservation Concerning the 
Technical Examination and 
Treatment of a Grisaille Painting. 
IZABELLA GILL-BROWN 
When contemplating shades of grey in monochrome paintings, there are visual 
properties which create complications for those attempting to react and treat the 
problemsや whichや habituallyや accompanyingや them╆や Theや termsや 】Grisaille‒や orや
monochromatic paintings are oxymoronic as they are reductive yet complex in 
context, construction, and conservation. Literary sources are few and far between, 
resulting in a loss of recorded knowledge in conservation regarding this problem. This 
article forms part of a larger project which investigates practically and critically in 
relation to a selection of literary sources to inform conservation knowledge and 
practiceやinやrelationやtoやmonochromatic╇やandやmoreやspecifically╇や】grisaille‒やpaintings╆や”yや
doing so, it aims to contribute to the working body of literature and practice relating 
to the conservation of monochromatic and colourfield artworks. Disparities between 
monochrome paintings and polychromatic paintings overtly highlight how the 
restrictive lack of colour causes impairments and oftentimes frustrations when 
attempting to apply visual treatment to the painted surface. By focusing on the 
predominantly aesthetic concerns, which are triggered by light sources, my research 
encounters how grisaille paintings are largely affected by optical effects (such as 
illusions or metamerisms), as well as physical differences (i.e. the construction of the 
paintやlayers╇やRayleigh‒sやLaw╇やandやcoatingsやsuchやasやvarnishes╆《╆1 
Through my own subjective interaction and treatment of a grisaille painting (Fig. 1., 
ca. 17th century), I have encountered some of the anecdotal concerns raised by those 
who frequently work on monochrome paintings.2 Largely, these concerns are visual, 
and include topics relating to a difficulty processing losses and matching shades of 
grey when retouching the artwork. By being proactive in pursuing information about 
the labelling of monochromatic artworks and the concerns that conservators have with 
treatments, this article is an amalgamation of first-hand research conducted into the 
gap of information on grey and its disquieting effects on conservators. Some of the 
ideas reflected upon in this article are the product of culminated practical observations 
found during the application of treatments, as well as some of the conclusions drawn 
about how we process and assign labels to these types of paintings. By using the case 
study as a proactive way to compartmentalise and compare largely unexplored issues 
relating to monochrome paintings, an opportunity to glean new information about 
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Figure 1.  Unknown, Grisaille Painting, after treatment, c. 17th century, private collection. Photograph by the 
author, 2020. 
 
 
topics, such as defining grey and how this affects the vision of a conservator, has 
produced some insightful results. However, this is very much an exploratory area of 
research and is by no means definite in its conclusions. By producing a first-hand 
understanding of the treatment of grisaille paintings and addressing the broad range 
of topics, the objective of this article is to help invite further discussions from 
conservators and non-specialists alike.   
The case study painting is privately owned and has an unknown artist, making 
provenance very difficult to establish. Therefore, the project centred around what can 
be inferred by the motifs presented in the scene, and scientific understandings taken 
from testing the materials used in the painting's construction.3 There is anecdotally a 
common thought that such artworks are being overlooked due to their intricate 
construction, bypassing the potential for insightful studies on monochromatic 
artworks outside of a purely art historical discipline. The article provides some 
discernment into the body of conservation work that aims to critically assist in the 
development of information regarding how monochromatic artworks are profiled. 
However, I must disclaim that this article will not feature detailed methods used in 
conservation practices to be mindful of ethical implications.4  
Practically speaking, the case study painting mentioned throughout this article 
assisted in honing a large amount of primary evidence and information about how we 
treat monochrome paintings. This was done so through enacting a comprehensive 
3 
treatment plan. This meant entirely conserving the overall piece in every necessary 
conceivable facet to ensure it is in a safe and stable state for display. The treatment of 
the painting provided practical insights into why these paintings can be so arduous to 
work on, collecting more substantial evidence than the subjective responses often 
provided by fellow conservators. Although the case study painting is crucial in 
providing primary observational findings, it will not be the focal point of the article. 
However, the treatments are important in the resulting outcomes of how shades of 
grey are perceived anecdotally as being far more difficult to work on than that of their 
polychromatic counterparts.         
Whilst working on the painting and understanding shades of grey, there were 
restrictions and difficulties regarding the number of samples taken from the case 
study grisaille painting for methods such as Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy 
(GC-MS) and cross sections to prevent unwarranted deterioration.5 This is due to the 
paint layers (from the ground layer to the surface) having a very stable craquelure for 
the age of the painting.6 As a result of this, there were some ethical hesitations when 
removing large quantities of samples from the painting. Consequently, the minimum 
amount of paint samples was removed to prevent any unnecessary vulnerabilities or 
damages from occurring. There may be fewer ethical concerns in removing samples if 
the painting‒sやpaintやlayersやwereやlessやstable╇やyetやtakingやtheやsmallestやamountやpossibleやisや
always preferable in any instance.        
By identifying environmental and technical variables, the project attempted to link up 
a series of difficulties related to working on greyscale artworks. Through observing, 
recording and explaining some of the practical treatment issues, the observations 
made during my treatment of the painting provided a platform for knowledge of 
technical traits to be somewhat broadened in conservation through testing theoretical 
and personal knowledge in a practical studio space. The opportunity to correlate 
conservation issues with grey itself as a colour was central to the work conducted, 
producing a variety of results.7 The current methods for shade and colour-matching 
were researched, alongside new and upcoming ways in which the greyscale or similar 
colour matching technologies are being updated. This meant looking at the primary 
cause of difficulties conservators face when approaching the retouching process: the 
directやcauseやofやtheやconservator‒sやannoyance╇やourやownやeyes╆ 
OPTICAL ASPECTS 
Often monochromatic paintings are avoided by conservators due to the lack of colour 
or shade differentiation. This is due to visual limitations that effect the aesthetic 
sympathy of the conservator if something were to go wrong during treatment:  a 
concern that if we cannot see the problem initially, it might not become rectifiable after 
altering the visible appearance.  Before attempting to treat the case study with an 
awareness of the potential risks to the integrity of the painting, research into optics 
and how human sensation creates sight was necessary to help enhance my 
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understanding of how to improve upon my practical work. This led to testing some 
retouching methods, coatings, textures and paint media to work out which choices 
would work best at visually reintegrating losses without compromising the 
appearance of the case study.8  
 
HUMAN PERCEPTION 
The processing of grey shades or tints is a perceptual quandary and a physical one. Is 
this just hard to process because there is a lack of receptor for grey in human eyes, or 
are there other factors which make it too difficult to visually process? Grey is a 
naturally occurring phenomenon which cannot be statistically explained, even though 
it can be visually processed.9 As an achromatic colour む which is an oxymoronic term 
perfectlyやdescribingやtheや｠colourをやむ it is in reality a saturation or a shade of another 
colour on the visible light spectrum. It is a form of human sensation whereby the optic 
nerves stimulates a response from the brain to fill a space where the colour cannot be 
processed.10 This response is filtered by the human eye, which contains a limited 
number of photoreceptors called cones which in turn respond to 3 main colour values: 
Red/Blue/Green.11 Grey itself is mainly processed by the rod cells, producing what we 
see as a greyscale, helping us to differentiate shade and light.12 This means that during 
the retouching process, if a shade is too light or dark, it becomes instantly visible to 
the person viewing the painting (Fig. 2) as it is filtered as a shade, rather than as a 
colour.13 It is particularly obvious in the example of Figure 2, which was due to a 
change in the lighting used to during the first attempt at retouching. The light change 
relates to the concept of metamerisms, an area in conservation with a requirement for 
further research.14 But, is this difficulty with retouching due to human perception or a 
metameric effect in most cases?                 
Human perception innately alters from person to person due to its subjective nature. 
Consequently, the use of other more reliable and objective avenues for testing colour 
are helpful when trying to process grey. A spectrophotometer, for example, can plot 
the shade of grey in a colourspace, processing the grey as a tint of another colour, or 
as a neutral value grey (with a reading of 0).15 However, it can only be used as a 
comparative source, as it is purely there for evidence of where on the colour spectrum 
the sample grey can be plotted (i.e. if it is a warmer or cooler tone). Achromatic colours 
recorded on a spectrophotometer aids shade determination, giving an indication of 
which colours may be added to produce the correct tint. Yet as this is a digital method, 
it cannot be used in practical conservation treatments as a visual aid for colour 
matching.  
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Figure 2.  Detail of lower-right section of case study. Area where retouching failed to blend; later corrected. 
Photograph by the author, 2020. 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE GREY MEASUREMENTS AND COLOUR THEORY 
A lack of standardised methods in conservation for determining grey shades still 
remains an issue for conservators. As there are few options for testing shades of grey 
practically besides the use of neutral greyscales, digital methods can be adapted and 
implemented to help with the issue. other than through the use of neutral greyscales 
for shade matching. As there is little visual sympathy when retouching a 
monochromatic painting, spectrophotometry may be implemented to gain an 
understanding of the changes of the digital L*a*b* colour values of the artwork.16 Still, 
this cannot be plotted in a colourspace, as it is purely just a comparative source 
gauging the change in what is optically viewed and the how that alters when the 
saturation of the painting changes. The saturation of a surface alters the colour, 
deepening the appearance of it.17 When varnishing a painting, the final retouching 
would be made incredibly apparent if the saturation is wrong, due to a change in the 
sheen of the surface.18 A good display of balanced saturation is the retouching on the 
case study, showing the final varnish layer and how the retouching is less apparent 
(Fig. 3). Through using spectrophotometer readings and comparing in paint choices, 
I was able to mimic the area of loss to make it less obvious when viewing the painting. 
As a result of this successful treatment, devices like portable spectrophotometers were 
proven to be advantageous, but a visual diagram could be equally as useful in situ for 
a conservator who requires more visual information. 
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Figure 3.  Example of image retouching in the case study. Left: before saturating pigments; middle: after first 
application of a binding medium; right: after final varnish layer application. Photograph by the author, 2020. 
 
 
Conservators have a shortage of tangible visual aids to help with the retouching 
process for greyscale paintings. However, if a printed diagram were to be used, the 
colour of the tangible printed diagram would minutely alter with each set of printing, 
not being quite as helpful as one may hope due to the inks required when printing 
(altering the shade and hue of the diagram). If grey were to be visually described, it 
would originate as a bright hue, darkening the colour until it reaches black, which is 
not technically a colour, so, like grey, it can be defined as an achromatic colour. In 
reality, grey is often a tone of every other colour, yet a neutral shade of grey is an 
achromatic colour as it does not come from another pigmented colour. Bright colour 
becoming an achromatic colour presents the difficulty of matching greys perfectly: it 
isやaや】colour‒やwhichやcomesやfromやeveryやpolychromeやcolour╆や“chromaticやcoloursやcanやbeや
difficult to visually process, as they are quite literally a shade or tint of another colour, 
so having something like a spectrophotometer helps to aid conservators in 
determining how to produce the specific shade. It is similar to an optical illusion, 
which makes the process of matching the colour almost impossible unless 
environmental variables were consistent. 
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Figure 4.  Sample test optical illusion of greyscale and the optical perception of grey as a colour. Image 
created by the author, styled after the bar illusion example, 2020. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  Sample test optical illusion of greyscale affecting human perception. The gradient is removed, 
showing the bar is a single shade of grey. Image created by the author, 2020. 
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OPTICAL ILLUSIONS 
Optical illusions are both beneficial and problematic for conservators. Issues that 
visually cause difficulties specific to monochromatic paintings are present in optical 
illusions. This series of examples perfectly raises some of the faults presenting hurdles 
during the retouching process amongst other treatments conducted. By applying 
some of this transferable knowledge during treatment of the case study, there was an 
improvement in the integration of areas of loss. Here is an example of how optical 
illusions produce chromatic abstraction, tricking the mind into believing that it sees 
something which is not actually there. The bar presents a tonal change from one end 
of the spectrum to the other. However, whilst the grey bar in the image above looks 
like a gradient of different shades of grey, going from a light grey to a dark grey, it is 
not actually the case. It is only perceived to look that way. The reality is that the grey 
bar is one solid colour, and the perception of your brain has tricked your eyes through 
sensation with another colour optical illusion. This is a prime example of the 
difficulties of looking at monochromatic artworks. It may appear to be the opposite or 
cohesive in its parts, but when segments are isolated, all that can be seen is what the 
eye is tricked into perceiving by the mind. Reducing the shade differentiation of the 
eye means that the conservators are sometimes unable to process certain shades of 
areas due to this biological issue. Admittedly, there is a firm hope that this would be 
the case for non-specialists too, encouraging the view that if a conservator cannot see 
it, nor can those who are viewing it without a trained pair of eyes thus hiding the 
damage in plain sight.  
Another example of chromatic abstraction can be observed in the example of 
“delson‒sやillusionや〉Fig╆やｶ《╆や“delson‒sやworkやrevolvesやaroundやlightnessやandやperception╇や
and this can be extrapolated when working on monochrome paintings. To quote 
“delsonやdirectly╈や｠“やgreyやsurfaceやinやtheやsunlightやmayやhaveやmuchやhigherやluminanceや
thanやitやhasやinやshade╇やbutやitやstillやlooksやgreyを╇やshowingやthatやlightingやaffectsやtheやshadeやofや
grey, but not the appearance of the colour itself.19  “delson‒sや illusionや emphasisesや
another phenomenon of human perception: lightness constancy.20 This is the theory 
that neutral colours, such as grey, when in isolation on a blank screen will appear to 
emit light, yet when these objects are placed against a different surrounding, this effect 
disappears.21 This is why squares A and B appear different, even though they are the 
same. The perception of a shadow creates a misgiving that Square B is darker; yet the 
opposite is true. This is helpful informationや asや itや isや difficultや toや achieveや 】chromaticや
balances‒╇やdenotingやtheやhumanやeye‒sやabilityやtoやviewやwhereやtonalやcontrastsやoccur╇やwhichや
abruptly visually pull apart the image. To trick the eye, the sensation of colour 
invariance must be achieved: this is where the grey values do not appear to change 
over a wide range of luminance. Lighting alterations are a crucial variable in this, as 
changing the light source helps to establish if colour invariance is achievable.  
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Figure б葦  Adelson綾s Chessboard Illusion芦 showing perception of chromatic abstraction芦 alongside the 
isolated actual appearance of the shade of A & B squares. © Edward H. Adelson, 1995.  
 
 
Contrarily, chromatic abstraction may not always occur whilst working on 
monochromatic paintings, especially with early twentieth-century monochrome 
paintings. These modern artworks are often simplistic and are produced in geometric 
designs which are similar to the illusions presented. This can be helpful as when the 
textures of the painting can be matched, lightness constancy may be more effective in 
hiding inconsistencies in the shade when retouching.22 In contrast, this can also mean 
that if lighting changes were made apparent, any shade differentiations would be 
perceptible, even with a level surface. This makes it difficult to fully integrate the loss 
and blend in the results to trick the eye. 
Another sensation which occurs when viewing shades of grey is 】colourや
constancy‒, whereby the brain alters the colour viewed, correcting the colour under 
varying light sources to compute the shade.23 “nやexampleやofやthisやisやProfessorやKitaoka‒sや
illusion of grey strawberries (Figs. 7, 8), where the brain corrects the appearance based 
on a memory of the correct colour of the strawberries when in actuality they are grey.24 
The brain comprehends the experience with the objects viewed, altering the colours 
to produce something of a likeness to what it should cognitively appear as. This can 
be useful for conservators when choosing a method of retouching. The appearance 
may alter how the viewer will see the artwork when retouched. Hence, as long as 
shadeやandやformsやappearやcohesiveやinやappearanceや〉whichやworksやwithや”randi‒sやthoughtsや
on retouching), the painting will not be detracted from, even if the colour is slightly 
wrong.25 However, this is not something which could be extrapolated into with  
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Figure 7.  Professor Akiyoshi Kitaoka, A Bowl of Strawberries Illusion, Ritsumeikan University. © Akiyoshi 
Kitaoka, 2020. http://www.ritsumei.ac.jp/~akitaoka/index-e.html 
 
 
Figure 8.  Enhanced detail from Figure 7.  
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minimalistic or abstract paintings as they present the opposite of a figurative form. 
Optical illusions, colour theory, and other studies on colour perception and lightness 
constancy when extrapolated into conservation help provide a rounded interpretation 
as to why optics are important to conservators. Much like the optical illusions, 
conservators need to be aware of the impacts light, eyesight, and environmental 
effects hold over the appearance of a monochromatic artwork.  This would assist 
topical discourses on subjects such as retouching methods and the impact on sight 
when working on monochromatic paintings. By learning about and comparing the 
treatments of monochromatic paintings to optical illusions and effects, I was able to 
predetermine certain results during the treatment process. Practical adaptations were 
made during the treatment for variables such as lighting, pigments used, and ways in 
which certain treatments were performed. By doing so, I was able to pre-empt most 
of the expected pitfalls that are anecdotally referred to by conservators. By 
implementing these changes, my practical tests on samples visibly improved when 
consciously accounting for variations in colour perception and the light. Through 
testing, the final attempt appears to convincingly conceal areas of retouched losses 
previously visible on the case study.  
 
METAMERISMS AND LIGHT SOURCES  
A metamerism is when two colours that are not the same appear to be the same under 
certain lighting conditions.26 This is not the same as chromatic abstraction, which is 
caused by psychological sensations producing sight, whereas a metamerism is a 
deception created by environmental alterations which results in a change in 
perception. This is something which played a large role in how I worked on the case 
study. By using a constant neutral light source, there was a lower chance of 
metamerisms and a better ability to reintegrate the image when retouching it. 
Metameric effects were a concern when treating a monochromatic painting due to the 
capability of certain media producing unwanted results. There was also a concern that 
when the painting was placed under different light sources, it visually could change 
the colour of a retouched area. This problem was encountered during earlier testing, 
whereby it made the loss very obvious to the viewer due to a lack of colour. This was 
accounted for by consistent use of a constant light source and working under a 
daylight, whilst also consistently using the same retouching and filling materials.27 
This is more bothersome with contemporary paintings as they stylistically do not 
contain lots of figurative details and are often minimalistic in style, thus making it 
harder to mask any alterations made to the original surface. Metamerisms are 
something which must be accounted for, but changes in light sources would be nearly 
impossible to fully control as there are extraneous variables which would impact on 
this. Nonetheless, other variables are more likely to impact directly on the conservator, 
as sight affects what is visually processed without any awareness that it is occurring. 
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This means that what the conservator may visually process is not what is really in 
front of them and therein lies the problem.  
 
WHAT IS GREY?  
Cinerous, grey, mouse-colour, neutral, a colloidal silver, achromatic, gris, grauwe, ashen. 
Theseや areや allや termsや forや grey╇や aや colourや withoutや aや definableや 】colour‒╆や Greyや itselfや isや
oxymoronic in its appearance; there is no one manner in which to produce grey, it is 
a shadow of what we process visually as colour. Mixing black and white to produce a 
neutralやgreyやvalueやisやtheやclearestやunderstandingやofやit╆やTheやtermや】grey‒やwasやfirstやusedやinや
700 A.D, giving a title to something which is an achromatic phenomenon.28 So, to best 
understand the construction of the painting and what the observer is visually seeing, 
it must first be contemplated what grey is. In addition to the terms listed above, 
medievalやtreatisesやonやcolourやgenericallyやreferやtoやgreyやpaintingsやasや｠paintingやinやblackや
andやwhiteを╇やasやgreyやwasやnotやitemised as an autonomous colour at that particular point 
in history.29 Greyやisやoftenやreferredやtoやasや】mouseやcolour‒やinやolderやtexts╇やwhichやisやanotherや
avenue of etymological interest in conservation.30  This particular example of a grey 
label is often bypassed from a decline in contemporary use. 
 
Figure 9.  Shades of Grey, diagram made by the author, 2020.   
 
 
THE TERM GRISAILLE AND ITS ETYMOLOGICAL ISSUES 
Whenやfirstやinteractingやwithやgrisailleやasやaやterm╇やitやisやdefinedやasやaや｠Paintingやtechniqueやbyや
which an image is executed entirely in shades of grey and usually severely modelled 
toやcreateやtheやillusionやofやsculptureを╆31 This is one of a multiplicity of definitions of the 
term grisaille, which date back to the thirteenth century.32 Unpredictably, paintings 
were not included in this definition until the seventeenth century, which is around the 
date of production of the case study. The case study was difficult to assign a definite 
label to at the beginning of working on it, which is why other potential labels for grey 
artworks are of interest. From paintings and medieval stained glass to enamelling and 
architectural drawings, the word now encapsulates the entirety of monochromatic 
artworks within its large breadth of meaning. This vague terminology is a concern 
when trying to achieve accuracy and precision when attempting to allocate any form  
13 
Diagram 1: A visual diagram of the term Grisaille and the assorted definitions, diagram made by the author, 
2020.   
 
of provenance or context to the painting. There is a variety of reasonings behind 
producing a grisaille painting, dependent on the contexts of the artist, time and place. 
Whether it was to display prowess in technical skills such as accuracy, showing no 
need to hide behind colour, or to replicate sculpture in a form which does not require 
the need to occupy space (a good example of this is the grand staircase in Powis Castle 
in Powys, Wales), it is a nebulous term which is placed throughout history to envelop 
and reduce paintings using a palette consisting of grey.33 Due to the large breadth of 
materials and histories the term covers, there must be a consideration about the 
accuracy of labels ascribed to these monochrome artworks. As the artworks are often 
problematically labelled within database systems, making it harder to determine the 
appropriate methods for treatment. 
Although the generic answer is that it provides a simple principal term, it can also be 
misleading both materially and historically. The etymology of this term differs over 
time and branches out into other artistic disciplines besides painting. The term itself 
did not appear in accordance with paintings until the seventeenth century, when it 
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emerges circa 1625 in a commissioning letter to Peter Paul Rubens.34 In reference to 
paintings, it is now used to describe a monochrome painting that is solely comprised 
of shades of grey, irrespective of style, medium, and age. It may also be used as a dead 
layer or monotone painting below the surface of a polychromatic layer in order to 
provide shading and depth.35 Consequently, the term itself may not be applicable to 
certain forms of monochrome artworks due to their methods of construction.  
Grisaille as a technical term is a far later expression than some of the paintings which 
is it ascribed to. The lack of chronological use makes this term harder to define 
stylistically, as it encapsulates a large range of art practices as can be viewed in 
Diagram 1. The term is more closely associated with the decorative arts, works of art 
on paper, ceramic enamelling, and has been retrospectively adapted to be used to 
account for an expansive number of paintings. The production of a particular form of 
monochromatic painting may differ from another as the technical applications of a 
painting may vary depending on the age of the painting.  
This essay is certainly not the first text to outline the concerns with utilising grisaille 
as a technical term in a conservation setting without consequence. There are varying 
technical reports which bemoan the use of such an inexplicit and measureless term in 
an academic capacity.36 Though it may seem like grisaille is a useful term in an 
overarching manner, the finer details are missing from what a grisaille painting 
essentially is, other than comprised of shades of grey.  
A hyponym like grisaille has become devoid of actual information. It lacks conclusive 
evidence defining what it means other than something which is produced in 
exclusively shades of grey. There are other preferable terminologies that can be 
viewed in Figure 14, which refer explicitly to certain periods, materials, and 
techniquesやprovidingやdefinitionsやwhichやareやanやimprovementやonやusingや】grisaille‒╆37 The 
lack of published scholarly discourse on the term makes it less appealing when used 
in a technical or scientific capacity, and there is an underwhelming amount of 
information on its precise definition. There can be more than five definitions of what 
grisaille is, as shown in Diagram 1, visually presenting how the term is too simplistic 
and far-reaching for accurate applications in conservation. The retrospective use of 
the expression makes the well-established term difficult to isolate with regards to style 
due to its frivolous usage. 
 
ASSIGNING A TERM TO THE CASE STUDY 
Conveying the correct term as a descriptor to the case study was complex, as a 
previousや restorationや attemptや dubbedや theや caseや studyや asや aや ｠monotoneを╆38 When 
analysing the construction of the painting, a dark brown resin was found throughout 
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in addition to paint layers indicating that the construction of the piece deviated 
slightly from the traditional Flemish and French grisaille techniques.39 The case study 
does conform to traditional grisaille methods, but the presence of copal instead of a 
traditional clear coating makes it complex, as this resinous material is brown in colour 
altering the overall shade of the painting to a warmer tone.40 The copal was not 
removable, and adaptions to colour palette choices were made whilst retouching the 
painting, such as warm brown and red tones were implemented, in addition to a more 
neutral grey. By adapting the treatments based on the presence of the copal, it 
prevented any chromatic abstractions and the resin helped to locate a term which best 
suited the painting.  
The painting does contain the following characteristic traits of a grisaille. It was likely 
to have been produced in the seventeenth century, stylistically French, and it is 
constructed with a dark or black ground layer working upwards in varying opacities 
of a lighter grey shades.41 These traits can be seen in the cross sections sampled from 
varying tonal areas of the case study (Figs. 11-13), displaying a dark black pigment as 
the principle ground layer, working up in lighter and darker shades to achieve depth 
and tonality.42  This preferred French term does share common values regarding the 
case study as it is comprised of shades of grey, however the presence of copal diverges 
the painting away from the traditional construction, and makes the term verdaccio 
more appealing withやCennini‒sやexplicitやcitingやofやyellowやpigmentsや toやmakeや theやgreyや
warmer in appearance.43 Nevertheless, grisaille is a better choice due to the age and 
style of the painting when considered alongside how it has been produced. Both the 
art historical and technical applications can be matched to the original use of the term 
grisaille in France, but this not the case for all monochromatic paintings. Herein lies 
the need for a discourse about how to define and assign terminology to greyscale 
paintings, as they areやquiteやliterallyやaや】greyやarea‒やwithinやconservationやresearch╆や 
 
Figure ЬЫ葦  Detail of patch on verso of the case study芦 絢Flemish Monotone about ЬббЫ梓 вЫ或葦 Photograph by the 
author, 2020. 
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Figure 11.  Cross-section taken from female deity綾s cheek, photographed under LEICA Microscope, light grey 
(sample taken after varnish removal and before a contemporary varnish application). Photograph by the 
author, 2020. 
 
 
 
Figure 12.  Cross-section taken from the patron綾s armoured right arm芦 photographed under LEICA 
Microscope, mid-tone grey (sample taken after varnish removal and before a contemporary varnish 
application). Photograph by the author, 2020. 
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Figure 13.  Cross-section from dark area surrounding the lion. Photographed under LEICA Microscope, dark 
tone grey (sample taken after varnish removal and before a contemporary varnish application). Photograph 
by the author, 2020. 
 
 
A TIMELINE OF PLAUSIBLE ALTERNATIVES 
Although grisaille is used in a widespread capacity throughout a variety of art-based 
disciplines, there are other suitable options for labelling artworks which are 
monochromatic, displayed in Diagram 2.44 The following timeline does include the 
term grisaille, whilst providing plausible alternatives which may be more accurate 
and appropriate to a given date, style, or technique which may be more accurate in its 
description of an artwork. 
 
HOW DO WE USE THESE TERMS?  
The vast majority of these terms can also be applied to polychromatic paintings as a 
form of technique below the colourful surface layer. However, there is a potential to 
use them in another inference: as a helpful form of descriptor of the historical period 
from which they originate when referring to greyscale paintings. For instance, a 
fifteenth-centuryや paintingや couldや beや aや 】verdaccio‒や ifや itや alsoや containsや warmや toneや
pigments and if a contemporary painting is constructed in the same way, it could 
plausibly be defined as a monotone, creating more suitable terms referring to their 
date of production. Contrarily, it could be posited that the material construction of the 
painting could dictate how they are labelled. If a contemporary painting contains 
black, white and yellow pigments it may be more prudent to label it as being a 
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verdaccio due to the material analysis of what it is 
made from. Although terms can be used in various 
ways, there is a potential for them to be 
chronologically inaccurate.  
But this should at least provide more comprehensive 
understandings reminiscent of what a painting may be 
described as in terms of its materiality, rather than 
simplyやlabellingやitやaや｠grisailleをやwhilstやbeingやignorantや
about the lack of specific definitions. This project is an 
attempt to instigate examinations on the 
contemporary conservation terminology used by 
conservators, providing a discourse to potentially 
increase an interest in using accurate terminology, 
replacing wordier or more generic labels.   
 
MOVING TO MONOCHROME AND DEFINING THE CASE 
STUDY 
Monochrome is a recent term brought into modern 
vocabulary in the early part of the last century. It has 
proven to be the contemporary choice of replacement 
for grisaille and a useful, accessible, and equally 
broad-reaching term. By implying that it is comprised 
of a single colour without suggesting anything too 
specific, there are more applications for this label. This 
is both useful and problematic much in the same way 
grisaille is. It can be accessible without the need to 
itemise exactly what the painting is aesthetically or 
materially, but this term still restricts the information 
you may process from labelling it as monochrome.   
When referring to the case study painting, using the timeline of terminology above, 
grisaille may at first appear to be a suitable choice of term for the case study. It is 
French stylistically, comprised of shades of grey, and the overall appearance ties into 
the decorative schemes often referred to as grisaille. However, after conducting 
thorough practical tests on paint samples using EDX (Energy Dispersive X-
radiography) (Fig. 14, for example), the natural resin copal was found, which alters 
the visual appearance of the painting, making it appear visually warmer in tone.45 
With this evidence, verdaccio may be better suited to the painting instead as it utilises 
a material which intentionally alters the colour of the painting to appear warmer  
Diagram 2. Chronological display 
of uses of terms relating to 
greyscale painting. Diagram made 
by the author, 2020. 
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Figure 14.  Sample 2 (pile of armour in central foreground) of grisaille painting under EDX. Photography by 
author with assistance from Jessica Wilson, at Northumbria University in relation to the Conservation 
Department.  
 
 
Figure 15.  Benedetto Caliari, An Allegorical Figure of Music (?), c. 1565-1575, Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London. CAI.166.  
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tonally, so this may alter classification of the case study as a grisaille painting. A good 
exampleやofやVerdaccioやisや”enedettoやCaliari‒sやAllegorical Figure of Music (c. 1565) (Fig. 
15), which is also labelled as grisaille according to the V&A museum database. This 
image displays a warmer brown tint to the image that is not traditionally associated 
with the grisaille technique. 
 
CONCLUSION  
Based on the breadth of findings and research into working on monochromatic easel 
paintings, the treatment of the grisaille paintings requires refinement in how the 
application of treatments are carried out on monochromatic works like the case study. 
Although generally paintings are subjective, and each case is treated uniquely, there 
are further steps which may improve upon how monochrome paintings are handled, 
removing some of the anecdotal anxieties voiced by conservators fixing them. The case 
study helped to centralise and determine that there are both visual and environmental 
causesやwhichやcanやbeやadaptedやaround╇やimprovingやuponやconservator‒sやtreatments╆や 
As the main defining feature of a grisaille painting is the evident lack of colour, and 
since there areやnoやcoloursやtoやguideやtheやbrain‒sやperceptionやofやtheやcontext╇やrelianceやonや
other minute details besides the colour as an indicator for objects must be investigated. 
This is evidently a sentiment considered by certain artists such as Bridget Riley, who 
wanted toや｠eliminateやtheやsuggestivenessやofやpaintをやandや｠didやnotやwantやtoやinterfereやwithや
theや experienceや ofや whatや couldや beや seenを╇や thatや theや paintingsや wereや ｠devoidや ofや suchや
incidentalsをや〉referringやtoやtheやmaterialsやusedやinやherやiconicやblackやandやwhiteやpaintingsや
produced in the 1960s).46 This contemporary contextualisation of the production of a 
black and white painting further emphasises the ever-developing role of 
monochrome: to present the most simplistic and readable artwork, without the 
enticement and help of colour to produce a restrictive meaning. These attitudes are 
echoed by myself in my conservation practice after working on the long-term project. 
The case study samples helped to test whether environmental and visual variables 
would have any impact on the process of fixing the artwork due to its limited colour 
palette. The findings of the samples taken directly impacted on the materials and 
methods used in the process of handling the painting. The areas with serious loss or 
tearing were found to require a black filler in the ground layer of the painting, 
matching what was observed in the cross-section analysis. Where possible, the use of 
stable lighting and lightfast materials should be used to replicate these techniques. By 
using reversible materials, there is an opportunity to eliminate the concerns about 
chromatic abstractions. As if anything were to go wrong, the area can be re-worked or 
reversed and re-attempted to safeguard to original paint surrounding the vulnerable 
area.  
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Figure 16.  Detail from the case study, lion passant in lower-left area of the painting. Photograph by the 
author, 2020. 
 
 
Through conveying terminology regarding the issues relating of colour constancy and 
lightness constancy, discourses on optics relating to painting conservation would be 
advantageous and would relate to the debate regarding aesthetics and image 
reintegration. An instance of this in the case study was the lack of ability to see the 
lion passant (lion sat reposed), integrated into the dark scenery of the grisaille (Fig. 
16). This was due to choices of shading and the issue of lightness constancy, altering 
visual perception making it difficult to initially separate the animal from the similar 
shades of the surroundings, creating a minute optical illusion. Would altering the 
shade of the lion to make it more visibly apparent be ethically unsound? These issues 
with grey are practically oxymoronic; the lack of colour causes difficulty when 
attempting to discern details, yet one of the major uses of grisaille paintings is to show 
prowess with precision and detail without the requisite for colour. Consequently, 
where is the conservator's ethical place to stop? If the shades blend together visually, 
creating a loss of definable details, should those details be enhanced so that they can 
be visible to the viewer?47 This loss of detail may be why most examples of grisaille 
and monotone paintings are sculptural or patterns and are produced on a larger scale. 
Whereas the case study is smaller, making it appear more compact in its placement of 
details (thus more complex to visually deconstruct).             
The case study painting produced the opportunity to look at why monotone artworks 
are so ambiguous in their uses and construction throughout history. They are 
relatively new to the spotlight of academic interests and discourses, with minimal 
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amounts of research conducted into the processes of production, making it intensely 
difficult to process definitions and to understand their uses in more than a reductionist 
series of statements. Yet from working on the case study and by researching 
monochromatic paintings, it presented the concern that they are often more difficult 
to categorise due to the lack of colour and discipline uniformity in their production. 
The terms which are in contemporary use are imprecise and require a revaluation to 
provide a useful series of technical definitions which can then be used to assign 
descriptions to monotone paintings. By helping to establish a clear series of criteria to 
the terminologies offered in this article, this may help to aid the handling of this 
vocabulary in a conservation environment. This is done so by helping to further define 
grisaille rather than using it in its current capacity as a hyponym. The understanding 
and discipline transference of certain terms concerning perception and optics would 
be useful for conservators as highlighted by the list provided earlier on in this article. 
This would help to comprehend why it is that visually, monochromatic artworks are 
sometimes aesthetically challenging to both the art historian and the conservator. By 
updating and using terms which are more distinct to each case of monotone painting, 
there is an opportunity to explore how the profession can create discourses on how to 
work on these artworks with their visual difficulties, compiling some of the anecdotal 
information into qualitative data.48   
With further research into methods of spectral analysis and developments into visual 
aids for conservators, the time taken to process these greyscale images is likely to 
decrease. If optics were to be further researched with the specific intent for use in 
conservation, it would make these arduous monochromatic paintings less taxing to 
work on. Through developing an understanding of how we can make conservation of 
these paintings far more accessible is important as they are often circumvented 
because of a lack of understanding.  
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